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Notice
TrapX Security® reports, white papers, and legal updates are made available for educational and general informational purposes only. Although the information in TrapX®
reports, white papers, and updates is intended to be current and accurate, the information presented here may not reflect the most current developments.
Please note that these materials may be changed, improved, or updated without notice.
TrapX Security is not responsible under any circumstances for any errors or omissions in
the content of this report, or for damages arising from its use.

Disclaimer
TrapX Labs has worked in strict confidence with financial and retail institutions as
documented in the white paper, to identify and remediate current and future cyber
attacks. Information pertaining to specific point-of-sale activity is provided solely to help
illustrate the details of the attack vectors documented.
New best practices that utilize advanced threat-detection techniques, such as deception
technology, are relatively new to retail and financial institutions and have only recently
been made available for commercial deployment.
Please note that TrapX Labs personnel involved with the cyber-security initiatives described here are not certified or trained by any retail point-of-sale systems vendors, and
we have no specific knowledge of the certification or training of personnel supporting
our proof-of-concept deployments.
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About This White paper
This white paper highlights the results of our research into current information-security
issues with the retail industry. In support of this we have worked diligently to conduct
critical cyber-security investigations and analyses and, through our publications and
rapid ethical compliance disclosures, bring the benefits of these analyses to the retail
industry and related parties.
The TrapX Labs knowledge base benefits significantly from information on advanced
malware events shared with us by the TrapX Security Operations Center (TSOC). TSOC
threat analyses are unique and include deep intelligence on advanced persistent threats
(APTs) and zero-day events.
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Executive Summary
Retail point-of-sale (POS) systems are used all over the world. Retail and merchant
businesses use POS systems to scan customer merchandise, calculate purchase totals,
and process credit and debit-card payments, and also to automate revenue reporting,
inventory, and other accounting functions.
The ubiquity and widespread deployment of
POS systems makes them highly visible and,
therefore, attractive targets for cyber thieves.
It is estimated that the global market for
stolen financial card data will reach approximately $4 billion by the end of 2016.
This white paper is an overview of the current
state of cyber crime impacting the retail industry. It includes a review of the state of the
industry, the anatomy of a retail cyber attack,
and recommendations for best practices and
technologies.
Also included is a case study involving a
top-50 global retailer; the proof-of-concept
(POC) scenario required a full deployment
of deception technology into the client
company’s “virtual retail store.” This test
scenario was configured as a production
store environment, including all production
software versions, communications settings,
and hardware configurations.

“One of the largest retailers in the world has tested a full
Deception in Depth technology deployment for its virtual
retail store testbed. The retailer’s red team penetration
tested this virtual store methodically for more than one
week. Deception technology succeeded in identifying
every attack vector deployed, at very high probability.
Recent cyber attacks demonstrate that some percentage
of sophisticated and persistent attackers will penetrate
even the most robust perimeter and endpoint-defense
architectures. This case study shows how deception can
defend internal retail networks decisively even after
attackers get inside.”

Once the cyber-defense environment was in
place, the client engaged a red team to 1)
probe and attempt to penetrate its cyber defenses and 2) test and evaluate new deception strategies and technologies for protecting the client’s networks.
The red team shared a checklist of the attacks if deployed and the attacks were compared with alerts generated by the cyber-defense team. The results are compelling,
demonstrating that deception technology is a promising method of protecting and
securing internal retail and POS networks. Deception technology’s ability to protect
internal networks makes it a highly useful complement to new, second-generation
perimeter and endpoint defenses.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Moshe Ben Simon
Co-Founder and Vice President
Trap Security, Inc.
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Retail POS - State of the Union
Cyber attackers continue to target the retail industry aggressively, with the objective of
obtaining credit and debit-card account data from retail and POS systems. Attackers use
a variety of methods in acquiring this data, including “skimming” individual cards and,
on a much larger scale, deploying sophisticated, application-level cyber attacks.
Cyber attackers and the criminal organizations that typically employ them have been
gathering card data at a furious pace, supporting fraudulent transactions worldwide.
POS-transaction fraud is widespread, especially in markets such as the United States,
where EMV and full PIN authentication is not used.
As the industry moves closer to implementing EMV with PIN authentication, cyber
thieves are moving aggressively to leverage investments in their current toolsets, before
EMV is deployed. Between now and 2020—the window of time required for EMV
deployment—card fraud using current methods could cost the retail industry an additional $10 billion. Even as the use of EMV-chip technology becomes more widespread,
we can still expect fraudulent card-not-present transactions to increase at a much higher
rate than in the past.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Dark-Web Markets Fuel Retail and POS Cyber Crime
POS cyber crime is highly sophisticated, with cyber attacker forums and e-commerce
sites on the “dark Web” facilitating the sale of both stolen credit-card information and
configurable POS-malware toolkits. Organized crime creates and licenses malware to
smaller groups, which can easily set up, administer, and deploy attacks on retail card
processing systems. POS-malware toolkits are very effective, with some even offering
available licensed support. For a relatively small investment, these toolkits place a
sophisticated cyber weapon into the hands of small-to-mid-sized cyber gangs. They are
both highly effective and difficult to detect and remediate.
Stolen financial data is sold daily on the dark Web. Our researchers continue to find
credit card and financial data readily available for sale on black-market websites. The
data being offered include, primarily, magnetic-stripe account information, along with,
in many cases, CVV verification numbers. Cards can be acquired by specific country of
origin and type.
Certain brands and types of credit cards are more valuable than others, and prices vary
according to credit-card type, credit limit, etc. In some cases, the cyber criminals guarantee available credit on card accounts. The price of a “Fullz,” i.e., a complete financial
record, including an individual’s name, social security number, date-of-birth, and card
information, and usually including CVV code, can be as high as $50. Country of origin
can also impact prices significantly. Individual cards, especially from the U.S., currently
have the lowest prices, with the price of a single account as low as $1.
Financial institutions regularly “tiger team” the dark Web in search of their own customers’ card data and accounts. When they find them, they try to determine the source of
the database, often coordinating with other banks. The source is usually a retailer that
has been compromised or is in the midst of an ongoing attack. Government entities and
law enforcement also search the dark Web with the same goal.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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The Evolution of POS Attacks
The current onslaught of attacks against retail and POS terminals began about eight
years ago, when organized crime discovered that it could use technology to acquire
credit-card payment data. These early cyber attacks were rudimentary, relying on basic
retail infrastructure vulnerabilities. Since then, attacks on retail and POS systems have
accelerated rapidly, using increasingly sophisticated technologies and methods. In 2012,
the easy availability of configurable manufactured attacker tools, such as BlackPOS,
Dexter, Alina, and vSkimmer, drove the first wave of escalation in these attacks.
In 2013 and 2014, the second wave of retail attacks began, compromising retail credit-card account data at unprecedented levels, with more than 100 million cards compromised in the United States alone. Affected retailers included Neiman Marcus®, White
Lodging®, Sally Beauty®, Michaels®, Affinity Gaming®, PF Changs®, Albertsons®,
SuperValu®, United Parcel Service®, Dairy
Queen®, Goodwill®, Home Depot® (a massive
56 million credit and debit cards and nearly as
many email addresses), Jimmy John®, JP Morgan
Chase®, Sourcebooks®, Kmart®, Staples®, and
Bebe®, among others.
In 2014, powerful new cyber tools appeared, including more potent versions of BlackPOS, along
with BackOff, BrutPOS, ChewBacca, Dabacal,
FrameworkPOS, JackPOS, NewPosThings,
Poslogr, and Soraya. ChewBacca innovated by
using the TOR anonymous network to hide its
communications.
Development of new malware tools escalated in
2015 and 2016, during which new POS tools appeared, including Dexter, Fighter POS, FindPOS,
PoSeiden, PunKey, and MalumPOS, among others. PunKey encrypted multiple data
streams, which were sent to a wide variety of command-and-control servers to make it
difficult for law enforcement to decipher the forensics of a particular attack. MalumPOS
is specialized; it appears to attack POS systems running on the Oracle MICROS POS
platform.
The widespread availability of malware tools increases cyber attackers’ ability to penetrate small-to-mid-sized retailer networks and harvest their credit-card data. The attackers’ goal is to harvest credit-card data from cardholders with good credit. Combined
with email accounts and CVV codes, this data enables attackers to sell or use these
cards, both online and in stores, to obtain cash and merchandise.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Retail POS – The Anatomy of the Attack
POS cyber attacks focus on acquiring credit-card data to use in fraudulent transactions.
Malware tools are designed to access POS internals, and then locate and capture accessible card data. Card data in transit is almost always encrypted, and yet, as mentioned
earlier, there are sometimes windows of time during which card data is not encrypted.
During these windows, the malware finds and copies (or “scrapes”) the data and sends it
to the attacker, usually through a botnet.
In most cases, attackers and their specialized malware extract card numbers from POS
terminal memory. Most malware acquires the data encoded in the card’s magnetic
stripe, including the card holder’s name, the card number, and the security code, all of
which is returned automatically through the network (usually by a botnet) to the person
controlling the attack.
The data is used in two ways to defraud the organizations involved. The first is for
Internet-based transactions, also referred to as “card not present.” These transactions
are subject to fraud regardless of whether the card has an EMV chip because the chip is
not used during the transaction. The second is for conventional attacks, with fake cards
created using the stolen data and presented at POS check-out terminals. Without EMVenabled POS infrastructure, these transactions can easily be approved as legitimate.
Attackers have a variety of techniques available to help them establish footholds
within networks, ranging from socially engineered email with embedded links, to malware-laced websites, to malware-laced memory sticks dropped in the employee parking
lot or in the coffee shop across the street. Some of these attacks might be blocked by
second-generation perimeter and endpoint defenses, but not all, and one successful
penetration is all it takes. Also, most retailers and merchants still do not have these new,
second-generation technologies.
Once an attacker’s tools propagate through the network, they find unprotected POS
terminals, Internet-of-things (IoT) devices, old network printers, and other weaknesses
within endpoint workstations. From there they can open a backdoor and establish
command and control by the human cyber attacker, download additional tools, escalate
privileges, and, ultimately, compromise card data.
Networks have multiple points of entry. POS systems are connected to back-end
business and financial systems and card-payment networks. In large retail operations,
individual store infrastructure is often controlled remotely from a central location.
POS systems often use specialized terminals with embedded versions of Microsoft®
operating systems. Many of these terminals still use Windows® 7 and XP, and this makes
them particularly susceptible to attacks on out-of-date infrastructure.
One infected endpoint is all it takes to enable a compromised network. This can happen
if any of the endpoints are used for external browsing or email. Alternately, remote-access maintenance tools are often installed on POS endpoints, and, surprisingly, the
default passwords are often left in place.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Cyber-defense software is designed to locate and stop attacker tools through signature-recognition or machine-learning techniques, which are still maturing. These
techniques detect malware and attacker tools based on the code structure, packet or
payload inspection, naming of various elements, examination of a hash of the code
binary, and other similar methods.
In response to these cyber-defense methods, the command and control integrated into
the attacker’s tools allows the human attacker to insert malware as a replacement or upgrade to software in functioning networks. This can happen very quickly, in some cases
almost immediately after a cyber-defense software vendor announces that it has developed algorithms to detect the existing malware used by attackers. We know from recent
attacks that signature-based detection
technologies are no longer sufficient to
keep attackers out of networks, and one
successful bypass is all that is needed for
an attacker to gain access to a network
and begin exploiting the data.
Other methods of identifying cyber
attackers include cyber-defense software
that uses behavioral or heuristic-analysis
techniques. These tools calculate the
probability of cyber penetration; data is
gathered and, based on varying probabilities, an alert is issued to indicate a
potential problem. Thresholds are based
on categorization of behaviors as “threatening,” which is often very subjective. If
the thresholds are too restrictive, alerts
can number in the thousands or even
hundreds of thousands; if they are too
permissive, then the enterprise is at a
higher risk of attack.
Outside the United States, notably in
Brazil and China, POS systems are sometimes infected with malware before they are
even installed retail locations. Previous TrapX Security Labs research discovered and
documented Zombie Zero, a pre-loaded cyber-attacker toolset found in new bar-code
readers being shipped from overseas. Worse, even after we notified them of the issue,
the manufacturer continued to ship these compromised readers for a period of time.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Deception Technology
Advanced Protection for Retail Networks
TrapX Security began deploying deception technology for retail and POS applications in
February 2014. Deception technology is a refinement of basic honeypot technology; it
minimizes or eliminates the deficiencies that make honeypots difficult to use. Deception
technology also brings new strengths that honeypots cannot offer, such as automated
deployment and updates, emulated devices, lures, automated forensics, specialized
variations to combat ransomware, and more.
Deception technology is compelling for a number of other
reasons. The cost of manually acquiring and maintaining
individual operating systems is too high. Emulation provides
the flexibility to create compelling traps for cyber attackers
moving within the network.
In developing these deception methods, it is important to
consider the point-of-view of the human attacker, along with
the attacker’s methodology for exploiting and navigating
retail networks to identify and exfiltrate data. Deception
technology is designed to fill the gaps, thereby extending the
effectiveness of conventional cyber defenses.
Deception technology complements existing technologies,
such as perimeter and endpoint defenses, by providing new
visibility into internal networks. Deception technology can
share high-probability alerts and threat intelligence with
the existing retail cyber-defense infrastructure. Deception
technology can also overcome the limitations of both signature-based detection tools and forms of intrusion detection.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

“Our Deception in Depth architecture
provides the retail industry with a a
powerful and proven solution to identify
sophisticated attackers within the network.
This multi-tier approach to engagement
maximizes the deception surface to
deceive the attacker at every phase of the
attack. Once the attacker is identified our
integration with partner ecosystems shuts
down the attack and enables you to return
to normal
Moshe Ben Simon
Co-Founder and Vice President
Trap Security, Inc.
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Introducing Deception in Depth
The Architecture of Choice for Defending Retail Networks
TrapX Deception in Depth combines wide-ranging deception capabilities to bait,
engage, and trap attackers within a retail network, presenting deception attack surfaces that best match attacker activity. This multi-tier architecture creates a tempting
environment for attackers within the network. Everywhere they turn, they’re faced with
immediate identification. Bait such as cached credentials, database connections, network share, and more, lure attackers to TrapX DeceptionGrid® medium interaction Traps
or full interaction traps based on attacker activity. The medium interaction traps extend
transparently through our smart-deception to our high interaction traps for the deepest
attacker engagement and diversion.
This multi-tier approach to engagement maximizes the deception surface to deceive
the attacker. It allows us to identify attackers quickly, determine their intentions, and
gather detailed forensics and evidence. This deep visibility into malicious activity within
your network can minimize or eliminate the risk to intellectual property, IT assets, critical
infrastructure, and impact on business operations.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Architecture
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CASE STUDY: GLOBAL RETAILER
Deception in Depth:
Multi-Tier Engagement Against Retail Cyber Attackers
Reconnaissance Within the Retail Network
Once an attacker is inside your retail network, they start reconnaissance to acquire
general information and orientation to help determine the breadth of potential assets
they can target. They try to observe the network architecture and may capture network
traffic to better understand the network topology. DeceptionGrid presents attackers with
tokens (or lures) which are fake information technology artifacts (fake shares, credentials,
data files, configuration files, etc.) that are scattered within your real endpoints and other
IT assets.
DeceptionGrid traps are active - they maintain a facade of ongoing network traffic
among and between the deployed traps to further lure and engage sophisticated
attackers.
This 1st tier of deception presents a tempting mix of exactly the assets and intelligence
desired by the attacker. Tokens are designed as bait which further lure the attacker into
the traps.

Lateral Movement to Map and Target Retail Network Assets
Once the attacker has completed their reconnaissance, they will move laterally to map
other parts of the network, and target the resources they want for theft, or worse yet,
destruction. DeceptionGrid presents the attacker with traps which are fake retail IT assets
distributed throughout the entire network.
The 2nd tier of deception assets use powerful emulation allowing traps to imitate any
asset, whether it is a workstation, server, or specialized device. This includes traps which
appear as retail point of sale terminals and servers. All of this is achieved without the
need for any operating systems or applications, and offers the most diverse deception
environments available. These traps draw the attacker in and trap the attacker’s malware
tools. Traps utilize emulation to also provide broad scale deployment across the largest
enterprise network.

Attack High Value Point of Sale Terminal or Server
In the final stages of the attack identified high value targets are then compromised
for the theft of targeted data or damage. The attacker may also seek to penetrate

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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application interfaces, modify transactions or perform other complex attack procedures
that require deep interaction with the traps.
As they engage more deeply with our medium interaction (emulation) traps, our 3rd
tier of deception automation continues to extend the illusion to deeper levels. Deeper
interaction by the attacker will transparently extend access from the medium interaction
trap to a full interaction (fullOS) trap. This smart deception proxy presents a full and
convincing set of attack targets to the attacker, and does so while minimizing manual
configuration, automating deployment and reducing costs. Full operating system also
allows us to deploy servers which replicate actual production servers. This provides
continued deep engagement for the attacker, distracting them from real IT assets, and
allowing for quarantine and cessation of the attack.
Emulation is very powerful - you can emulate almost any operating system and
application mix. The emulations uniquely cover components in the network, endpoint,
applications and even data. You can emulate switches, routers, and many other network
components. Emulation allows you to blanket and surround the real information technology resources with our Traps which rapidly identify attacker activity.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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CASE STUDY: GLOBAL RETAILER
Team Penetration Testing Using Deception Technology
Overview
This case study was completed within the past 24 months, for one of the largest retailers
in the world (“the client company”). In the study, the client company’s cyber-defense
team and TrapX Labs set up, performed, and evaluated a full red team penetration
test. A “red team” is a client-company team organized to test, probe, and attack the
compa-ny’s cyber defenses.
We will share some details on the client-company environment, the drivers for installing
new cyber-defense technology, and an overview as to how the technology impacted the
client’s environment.
The goal of the test was to evaluate the effectiveness of deception technology in
defending the client company’s resources. The client company provided a test bed of an
actual production environment, including the full live test bed production configuration
and security set-up.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Understanding the Penetration Team Process
The penetration testing consisted of six steps which included:
Planning and preparation. The penetration test team met with retail team to go through
the entire process. The duration and timing of the penetration test must be set up so as
to minimize impact with normal business operations. Legal paperwork was put in place
that acknowledged the scope of the tests, potential access to confidential information
and protects the penetration testing team for any liability associated with their activity
during the tests.
Information gathering. External information gathering help the penetration test team
plan the attack on the targeted systems and networks. The penetration testing team
may use a variety of hacking mapping tools to conduct a network survey. This would, in
turn, be followed by a port scan to understand which ports are closed or open within the
targeted systems or network.
Vulnerability identification. The penetration testing team would use other tools to assess
vulnerability. Vulnerability scanner tools enable them to audit a network and find the
vulnerabilities and the suggested fixes. Penetration testing teams may also utilize special
code they have developed that searches for specific vulnerabilities. They will typically
have a current database of vulnerabilities and understand the best tactics and procedures
to use them.
Penetration attempt. Devices such as servers may be attacked directly using these
known and detected vulnerabilities. Password attacks may also be used. Tools such as
Kali Linux, an advanced penetration testing platform, can be used to automate and refine
these attacks. More likely, let us assume that in the large enterprise retailers, most of
these vulnerabilities have been detected and remediated by diligent security operations
center teams. Sophisticated cyber attackers also rely extensively on social engineering
and targeted email attacks to get their first malware tools inside the target networks.
Upon clicking the link in a malware laced email, the attacker has placed his tools inside
the organization. Once inside the malware can often find an endpoint, an IoT device, or
unprotected out-of-date embedded operating system in a retail point of sale terminal
that enables the establishment of a “backdoor.” Even a phone call to an unsuspecting
employee where the penetration test team poses as the “IT department” can often
entice an employee to reveal their email password.
Analysis and reports. Once the penetration is completed, a comprehensive report should
be provided so that the retail organization can take rapid steps to eliminate deficiencies
and weaknesses. This report should cover the penetration scenarios used, the detailed
listing of vulnerabilities found, and suggestions to eliminate the found deficiencies.
Post Attack Clean-up. Care should be taken to eliminate any penetration test tools,
configuration changes and user accounts used or set-up during the penetration testing.
© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Deception Technology Virtual Retail Store Test Bed
We worked with the client company to design and set-up a virtual retail store test bed.
This was the first virtual retail store test bed to use a full deception in depth architecture.
The retail company provided descriptions that were used to build a virtual retail store
indistinguishable from a real store. This included identical operating systems, data and
port services and all configurable parameters. This virtual retail store was used for the
ongoing attack by the penetration test team.
Once set-up, the retail blue team spent a full day validating the virtual retail store
environment, to ensure that it matched that of a real store. For the sake of simplicity,
many of the details have been omitted from this description.

The retail test bed environment included:

»» Five network VLANS which included POS servers, POS terminals, IT desktops,
printer network and the access control/video surveillance lan.

»» 25 POS terminals running embedded-POS ready Windows 7, which were actually
Traps (decoys) deployed using DeceptionGrid.

»» Two POS servers running Windows Server 2008 R2, including a database server,
which were also Traps deployed using DeceptionGrid.

»» The POS terminal and POS server were configured to the specification received
from the client company blue team, which had complete knowledge of deploy-ments in individual stores.

»» The blue team provided us with a detailed list of operating system and related
services needed to emulate and duplicate a virtual-store environment.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Point-of-Sale Terminal Trap – Emulation and FullOS
We took the list of components, both hardware and software, from the customer and
replicated it using our emulation engine to build out and deploy the emulated POS
terminals. We also included traps using fullOS to increase attacker engagement. Our
smart proxy was set up to automatically extend an attacker seeking greater engagement
from an emulated POS trap to a fullOS trap.
Microsoft Windows 7 Embedded POS is an operating system which is optimized for
point of sale solutions. This platform is designed to support retail devices that connect
to back-end software and systems typically found in a retail system architecture.

Figure 1: Here you can see we set up the point of sale terminals:

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Point-of-Sale Server Trap Emulation

Figure 2

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Figure 3

Figure 4

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Red Team Port Scan Using Probe Tools
Initial Testing Scenario Set-Up
In the initial scenario set-up, we provide the penetration test team with access to an
endpoint. It is a valid and reasonable assumption to assume that an attacker could
establish such an entry point independently. Now, from this “compromised endpoint” the
penetration test team begins their work.

Reconnaissance
The penetration test team, or red team, out “attackers,” began the port scanning using
their tools. They did this port probing at very low speeds to avoid being detected by
other security tools within the lab.

»» The POS terminal and POS server were running a Windows OS that in turn runs the
SMB service.

»» The POS decoy was part of a virtual store that also ran real assets, so the red team

was trying to carefully execute the probing to reveal the structure and map the path
to the best targets.

»» The red team tried to run an OS fingerprint and service scan and enumerate the

SMB services that provide network share to collect info on the virtual store assets,
and also to use it for lateral movement.

Trapx Detected and Alerted
The TrapX Console (TSOC) detected all activities and alerted us to the attack, including:

»» The attacker’s IP
»» The attacker’s username
»» The attacker’s directory browsing list in case the attacker interacted with a decoy
that offered attractive SMB shares

Please see the diagram below. Note that: Clicking on each event will display the associated forensic data,
including the packet capture (PCAP), binary capture, and kill-chain analysis and views.

Figure 5
© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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SMB Reconnaissance Attack – Summary Results

Figure 6

Figure 7: SMB Reconnaissance Attack – Forensics Results

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Attacker Using PSEXEC to Gain Control
C. Remote command via PSEXEC
Attack-vector description:
The POS terminal and POS server run Windows OS with SMB protocol, exposing
network share access that can be configured to be either protected or not protected by
password.
In the deployment, it was not password protected. Further, we did not allow them to get
access to the remote shell to increase the challenge for the red team. It should be noted
that in normal deployments our emulated traps do allow remote shell emulation even
though we don’t run a full OS. As attacker engagement increases, our smart deception
can transparently extend an attacker from an emulated trap to a fullOS trap.
The red team attempted to execute two attack vectors:

»» Running the PSEXEC tool to get a remote shell and run remote commands
»» Uploading a malicious backdoor using the open SMB network share, and using

PSEXEC to run it remotely and get a backdoor connection to a Metasploit instance
on their Kali Linux penetration test platform.

»» During the reconnaissance phase the attackers were convinced they had found
attractive targets and decided to use remote code executions to try and gain
control.

TrapX Detection
The TrapX Console (TSOC) detected the attack and alerted the team, providing useful
forensic information (see screenshot below), including:

»» The attacker IP
»» The attacker user name
»» The service being attacked
»» The attacker PSEXEC tool (binary file)
»» The attacker malicious code / payload uploaded by PSEXEC tool (red team upload
Meterpreter binary code that was created by Metasploit instance for backdoor
access)

»» Full sandbox report of the malicious code, including the backdoor process

Please see the screenshots below, taken from the management server during the red team test.

© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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PSEXEC attacks – summary results
Note: VirusTotal detected PEXEC binary MD5 as adware.riskware malware, and so we
present the results as is from VirusTotal according to its API Rules.

Screenshot number 2: PSEXEC tool – detect and capture PSEXECSVC.exe binary

Figure 8

Figure 9
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PSEXEC tool – sandbox analysis
of PSEXECSVC.exe binary

Figure 10
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PSEXEC Tool with the Back-Door Payload Binary
The binary was created using metasploit. This was uploaded into the trap. We captured
the IP address and the binary. Subsequent to sandbox analysis we determined that the
Metasploit server was active listening on port 444 to accept the backdoor connection.

Figure 11

Figure 12: PSEXEC backdoor payload binary – sandbox analysis
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Leveraging Local Password HASH to Gain Access
D. Metasploit Module – Pass the HASH attack
Attack-vector description:

»» Local Password hash was provided from a staging Windows machine the Red Team
had compromised

»» Attempted to leverage this password hash across the infrastructure to try and gain
access to other system

»» TrapX traps accepted this hash, which made them believe they could use this hash
across most other systems

TrapX Detection
The TrapX Console (TSOC) detected and alerted the team to this attack, providing
forensic information such as (see screenshot below):

»» The attacker IP
»» The attacker malicious payloads (the Metasploit Meterpreter payload)
»» Full sandbox report of the malicious code, including the backdoor process
»» The open share induced the attacker to use remote code execution tools again.

Please see the screenshots below, taken from the management server during the red team test. The
Metasploit PTH module tried to copy malicious binary and execute it for reverse backdoor connection; the
TrapX system detected the binary copy as “create file.”
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Metasploit PTH (Pass the Hash)
Attacks summary results

Figure 13: The Pass the Hash Attack caused an “SMB Create File” alert.

Figure 14: Metasploit PTH Attacks –
detect and capture the payload that
was injected by metasploit tool

Figure 15: Metasploit PTH Attacks – full
sandbox report of the malicious payload,
including the backdoor procedure
© 2017 TrapX Security, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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Remote Desktop Protocol
E. RDP
Red team feedback:
POS Terminal server runs windows 2008R2 with RDP enabled for ongoing activities, such
as maintenance and troubleshooting.
The emulation decoy ran a full OS decoy in the background that exposed the RDP
service and provided a full engagement surface for the attacker.
The TrapX Proxy concept allowed us to use hundreds or thousands of emulation decoys
and several full OS decoys for more engagement surface.

»» At the beginning, the red team ran light network reconnaissance attacks to map
the environment before attacking the system. Part of the reconnaissance was to
identify the OS and services.

»» Since this was a Red Team exercise, it was not necessary to embed Tokens on the
real users endpoints.

»» However, to provide a more realistic environment, tokens were deployed on the
High interaction traps to redirect the decoys to other decoys – like the RDP and
SQL servers.

»» Our deception technology synchronized the authentication between the local

admin of the endpoint they compromised with the traps, so that the password
would be accepted on the traps they interacted with including the RDP system.

TrapX Detection
The TrapX Console (TSOC) detect-and-alert on the RDP and SQL attack included useful
information, such as (see the screenshots below):

»» For the RDP attack:
»» The attacker IP
»» The username used for the RDP login
»» The commands run inside the RDP session
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RDP network scan and engagement surface activities
Note: Note: DeceptionGrid can differentiate between malware and a human attacker
and in this case it was clear that it was a human attacker. Clicking on each raw event will
display the forensic data, including PCAP, binary capture, and kill-chain analysis view.
This is a full operating system (FOS) trap that exposes the real operating system, for
deeper engagement with the attacker.

Figure 16

Figure 17
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POS SQL server – network scan only by red team
»» An Additional ODBC token was deployed on the High interaction traps which
pointed to a second Full OS trap which included SQL server.

»» This gave the Red team the impression they were able to penetrate another SQL
database as part of their exercise

Note: Clicking on each raw event will display the forensic data, including PCAP, binary
capture, and kill-chain analysis view.

Figure 18: POS SQL server – example of fullengagement access using SQL ODBC connector

Figure 19: Attacker Connects MSSQL Server Trap and Tries
to Map Database
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Red Team Executing Advanced Attacks
F. Exploits
Part of the exercise was to allow the red team access to a complete branch infrastructure. The red team was granted access to a KALI system which gave them the ability to
execute more advanced attacks.
Attack vector:

»» The scope was to build a complete retail branch infrastructure, which included

typical network systems and endpoint infrastructure, as well as 25 POS terminals
and 3 POS servers. This provided a larger attack surface with a component dedicated to the POS systems.

»» TrapX added several attractive vulnerabilities to the emulation decoy to allow the
red team to get remote-shell capabilities.

»» The red team utilized the KALI system to identify vulnerabilities on the systems,
and could gain remote-shell acess. All of which were on an emulated system.

»» TrapX emulation supports 32 and 64-bit exploit, based on the emulated OS.
»» The idea of exposing old exploits is meant to create an attractive target for attackers; this is part of the deception strategy.

TrapX Detection
The TrapX Console (TSOC) detected and provided an alert for these remote-shell
attacks, including useful information such as (see screenshot below):

»» The attacker IP
»» The network ports used for the attack
»» The malicious payload that was used by the attacker while running the exploit
Please see the additional screenshots below, which show that the red team ran an exploit using
Metasploit and shared the output screenshot confirming that emulation supported remote-shell support
(ms10_061_spoolss).
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The Red Team Ran an Exploit and Got a Remote Shell
Note: The figure below shows the red team accessing a remote shell for a Windows
system, where they are able to run typical commands. However, this is all based on the
TrapX emulation system, where there is no Operating System or application, but the
deception is realistic enough to keep the red team engaged

Figure 20
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Remote Shell – Forensic Alert
The remote shell present in the TSOC GUI included all malicious binaries.

Figure 21
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Red Team Penetration Testing Activity Summary
The TrapX visualization tools enables the security operations center team to rapidly
understand the deployment of the attack, the source IP addresses as known, and the
impacted traps which had interaction with the attacker.Applications of Deception
Technology in Retail

Figure 22
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Applications of Deception Technology in Retail
TrapX Security began deploying deception technology for retail and POS applications in
February 2014. Deception technology is a refinement of basic honeypot technology; it
minimizes or eliminates the deficiencies that make honeypots difficult to use. Deception
technology also brings new strengths that honeypots cannot offer, such as automated
deployment and updates, emulated devices, lures, automated forensics, specialized
variations to combat ransomware, and more.
Deception technology is compelling for a number of other reasons. The cost of manually
acquiring and maintaining individual operating systems is too high. Emulation provides
the flexibility to create compelling
traps for cyber attackers moving within
“We believe that Deception technology
the network.
In developing these deception methods, it is important to consider the
point-of-view of the human attacker,
along with the attacker’s methodology
for exploiting and navigating retail
networks to identify and exfiltrate data.
Deception technology is designed to
fill the gaps, thereby extending the
effectiveness of conventional cyber
defenses.

provides the retail
industry with a proven solution for identifying sophisticated
cyber attackers within the internal network, quickly
determining their intentions, and then remediating attacks and
returning to normal operations.”

DeceptionGrid complements existing technologies, such as perimeter and endpoint
defenses, by providing new visibility into internal networks. Deception technology can
share high-probability alerts and threat intelligence with the existing retail cyber-defense
infrastructure. DeceptionGrid can also overcome the limitations of both signature-based
detection tools and forms of intrusion detection.
Deception technology has been well received by the retail market, and it has been
recognized by Gartner as one of the top-ten information security technologies in 2016.
Gartner predicts that, “by 2018, 10 percent of enterprises will use deception tools and
tactics, and actively participate in deception operations against attackers.”
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TrapX DeceptionGrid Architecture

Emulation became part of TrapX’s patent-pending architecture and remains essential to
our strategy of supporting broad-scale deployment and maintenance. Emulation is very
powerful when combined with deception technology deployment as nearly any operating system and application mix can be emulated.
Emulation is also a powerful differentiator, enabling deployment of a broad portfolio of
Traps (decoys) and Tokens (lures). TrapX Traps and Tokens are mixed among existing IT
resources, providing a blanket of protection against attackers that have penetrated the
network. This is important in protecting retail networks with emulated POS terminals
and is a big advantage for both TrapX and our customers. The advantages of emulation
include faster automated deployment and lower overall cost. Also, manufactured decoys
and Traps are generated by software automation, and so TrapX continues to create
ways to add, augment, change, modify, and “shape shift” them to meet retail and POS
requirements.
Automation is also used to deploy Tokens—fake information technology artifacts (shares,
credentials, files, etc.)—which are scattered among real resources to create a tempting
environment for attackers seeking to penetrate retail systems. Once an attacker attempts
to target one of these fake artifacts, the attack is detected immediately, and the sooner
attackers are detected, the sooner attacks can be terminated and normal operations
resumed.
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Conventional cyber-defense technologies generate large numbers of alerts. In a
typical large enterprise, for example, alert volume can reach thousands or hundreds of
thousands or, in rare cases, even millions of alerts per day—far too many for security
personnel to process. New, analytics-based applications are needed to sift through
these extraneous alerts to identify which ones should be viewed. Again, it only takes one
successful attack to compromise an entire network.
DeceptionGrid takes a different approach. DeceptionGrid alerts are the end product of a
binary process, with probability substantially reduced to two values: 0% and 100%. Any
attempt to identify, ping, enter, or view a Trap is immediately flagged as an unauthorized
intrusion. DeceptionGrid confers a huge advantage compared to heuristics and probability-based approaches, especially given the large numbers of extraneous alerts these
techniques generate.
DeceptionGrid Traps’ automated forensics analysis, both static and dynamic, provides
security personnel with accurate data automatically, data that would take many hours
to gather using manual processes. TrapX’s analysis can identify the location of the
attacker’s backdoor within the enterprise and even help locate the possible origin of the
attacker. TrapX also often identifies trails or links to other components within networks,
such as endpoints that may be infected or compromised. DeceptionGrid Air Module
takes advantage of this data by reaching out to the suspect endpoint and performing
a complete Windows artifacts and memory analysis, thus enabling shutting down or
isolating the infected endpoint.
DeceptionGrid’s ransomware protection capability uses emulation and automation to
address ransomware directly. It can detect ransomware attacks, distract the attack using
proprietary techniques, and then help shut it down. This is a recent and very important
innovation in deception technology, bringing high value to client companies by substantially reducing the risk of ongoing ransomware attacks to financial and retail networks.
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Recommendations and Best Practices
Recent events demonstrate the impossibility of preventing attackers from penetrating
retail and POS networks. Today’s sophisticated cyber attackers can easily access and
breach corporate networks, and then perform reconnaissance on intellectual-property
assets and applications. Once a corporate network is breached, attackers can target
retail and POS systems or nearly any other major application exposed on the network.
Visibility is key. New technologies, such as deception, provide increased visibility into
internal networks so that cyber attackers can be identified and stopped. The corresponding best practice requires that client companies 1) assume that perimeter and
endpoint defenses will fail, and 2) have complete tactics, techniques, and procedures in
place to deal with a stream, over time, of successful network penetrations.
Payment card industry data security standards (PCI DSS) establish a strong framework for
the retail and financial industries. These are the technical and operating standards set by
the payment card industry (security standards council), designed to protect cardholder
financial information. The PCI standards are mandatory for manufacturers, application
developers, and merchants. Compliance with PCI is driven by the financial services
companies (American Express, Discover Financial Services, JCB, MasterCard Worldwide,
and Visa International) that support the council. The standards are summarized in
Appendix A.
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Conclusions
The extensive red team penetration test case study illustrates the success of using
deception technology to protect internal retail networks. Deception technology enables
retailers to gain significant visibility into internal networks. Once attackers are identified,
the attack can be stopped and normal operations can be resumed.
The retail industry remains a prime target for sophisticated cyber attackers. In order to
meet this advanced threat, retailers and merchants need to adopt the same change of
mindset that is taking hold in the financial industry. Second-generation perimeter and
endpoint technologies may keep some attackers out, but not all of them. Some will get
in. New best practices assume that attackers will succeed in penetrating these internal
networks. Retailers must adopt the use of new technologies that can provide increased
visibility to internal networks. The goal must be to identify attackers rapidly so that the
attacks can be stopped and normal operations resumed.

Increased visibility into internal networks remains key and is required for
retailers to answer the following critical questions:
1. “How can I reduce or eliminate the risk to my network from
attackers that have penetrated my network?”
2. “How will I know if my network has been penetrated?”
3. “What can I do to identify cyber attackers rapidly?”
Moshe Ben Simon
Co-Founder and Vice President
TrapX Security, Inc.
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APPENDIX A

Payment Card Industry Security Standards
https://www.pcisecuritystandards.org/pdfs/pcissc_overview.pdf
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) for Merchants and
Processors

»» Include and maintain a firewall to facilitate network segmentation.
»» Change default system passwords and other security parameters.
»» Encrypt transmission of cardholder data across open, public networks.
»» Encrypt stored primary account numbers (PAN), and do not store sensitive authentication data.

»» Use security software and update it regularly.
»» Use intrusion protection systems (IPS) at critical points and at the perimeter of the
CDE (cardholder data environment).

»» Use file integrity and monitoring software.
»» Use strong authentication, including two-factor authentication for remote systems.
»» Monitor all network and data access (SIEM).
»» Payment Application Data Security Standard for Developers (PA-DSS)
»» Do not retain full magnetic stripe, card validation code or value (CAV2, CID, CIV2,
CW2), or PIN block data.

»» Provide secure password features.
»» Protect stored cardholder data.
»» Log application activity.
»» Develop secure applications.
»» Protect wireless transmissions.
»» Test applications to address vulnerabilities.
»» Facilitate secure network implementation.
»» Do not store cardholder data on Internet-connected servers.
»» Facilitate secure remote software updates.
»» Facilitate secure remote application access.
»» Encrypt sensitive traffic over public networks.
»» Encrypt all non-console administrative access.
»» Maintain instructional documentation and training programs for client companies,
resellers, and integrators.
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PIN Entry Device (PED) Security Requirements for Manufacturers

»» Device characteristics
»» Physical security characteristics (to prevent the device from being stolen)
»» Logical security characteristics (to provide functional capabilities to ensure that the
device is working properly)

»» Device management
»» Device management during manufacturing
»» Device management between manufacturer and initial cryptographic key loading
»» Considers how the PED is produced, controlled, transported, stored and used
throughout its lifecycle (to prevent unauthorized modifications to its physical or
logical security characteristics)

About TrapX Security
TrapX has created a new generation of deception technology that provides real-time
breach detection and prevention. Our field proven solution deceives would-be attackers
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